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SECTION 1: ALL About Draw Bias 
There are few influential factors in racing about which so much fluff and misinformation has been 

published down the years as the draw. Draw biases, where they exist, are organic not static: they 

change over time, usually as a result of human intervention to mitigate for previous unfairness.  

Moreover, it is not merely enough to know that, for instance, a very low draw at Chester is 

beneficial: because everyone else knows that (or thinks they do, more shortly) and the market has it 

completely factored into available odds on low-drawn runners. 

A third element is that many perceived draw biases are in fact no such thing; rather, they are pace 

biases which can – and do – manifest themselves differently from race to race. 

What is a draw bias? 
Let’s start at the start. What exactly is a draw bias?  

It can be described as the postcode lottery of a horse’s stall location in relation to the configuration 

of racecourse and race distance. For example, on a tight turning track like Chester, low draws have 

the natural advantage of the shortest distance from start to finish. 

Whereas in a 200m track race the athletes would begin from a staggered start to accurately allow 

for the distance away from the inside lane each outer lane is, horse races make no such concession. 

The horse drawn widest will travel the furthest more often than not; or else it will need to be 

dropped in and ‘ridden for luck’. Even then, it must navigate a course from its wide starting position 

to the rail, forfeiting perhaps five to eight lengths in the process.  

In races that take in a turn, then, there is a natural bias to those nearest the rail, with the caveat that 

a low-drawn horse must have the tactical speed to take advantage of its berth. Midfield or hold up 

types drawn on the inside on a turning track are likely to encounter traffic problems when making 

their bid as horses that are faster early pass and box them in. 

The logical extension of this favourable treatment to inner-drawn racers is an impediment to those 

starting from the outfield. Given that every horse which can legitimately be whittled from betting 

consideration in a race offers a value edge to the player, it can thus be as important to disqualify 

non-contenders on the basis of draw as it is to mark up those well drawn and with a run style to take 

advantage. 

Draw and value 
We know that any horse can win any race and it is, therefore, a question of the probability versus 

the odds available which becomes the primary consideration. This is particularly true with the most 

obvious – and most effective – winner-finding techniques. Name connections, a last day win or a 

plum draw will all be heavily, in most cases overly, factored into the market. 

If you need winners to keep you in the game, well-drawn horses will assist to that end; but if you’re 

looking for value, and ultimately a profit, a few steps into the long grass may be required. Some 

‘long grass’ approaches follow. 

Using draw bias awareness unconventionally 
The utility of this knowledge has a half-life beyond the actual race in question. Great bets can be 

had by unearthing horses that have run consistently better than might have been expected from 

compromising draws: the betting public are generally slow to warm to a horse with form of 6536 

even when that horse has finished in the first one or two on its side of the draw each time. The final 
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(starting price) odds will incorporate this knowledge to a greater – though still imperfect – degree, 

but early markets offer decent opportunities to draw-sensitive punters. 

Any horse can win any race; it is the probability we assign to that potential outcome which 

determines where or whether a bet should be struck. Sometimes badly drawn horses win. Especially 

if they have the characteristics to overcome their poor draw, and even more especially if those 

around them do not possess such characteristics. A fast starter drawn wide in a race with little 

obvious early pace can be considered a great bet: it will generally be a bigger price than it should on 

the basis of its stall position, at least in the early markets. 

Consideration of the configuration 
The layout of the track is paramount when trying to understand the impact of the draw. Television 

pictures these days are highly effective in smoothing the racing line for the armchair viewer. But 

anyone who has ever stood by the winning post at Beverley or Bath can attest to the quirks 

associated with those ostensibly straight sprint tracks. Doglegs are just the start of it! 

A majority of tracks have some sort of nuance, an awareness of which will put the reader in pole 

position for the challenge ahead. Most online racecards have a course map somewhere in their 

pages, and these should be consulted. 

For example, consider the seven-furlong distance at Wolverhampton. In ten-plus runner handicaps 

at this trip, of which there have been more than 600 since 2009, middle draws have a subtle but 

noteworthy advantage. On the face of it, that is quite hard to explain, until one scans the course 

configuration. 

 

Widely considered the fairest of the all-weather tracks, jockeys are able to ride some sort of race 

over any distance around Dunstall Park. But the seven-furlong races start in a chute on the apex of 

the home turn; thus, riders are leaning left for most of the first turning furlong. Outer draws 

typically have furthest to travel while horses emerging from the inside can be squeezed for room 

against the inner rail as jockeys jostle for position.  

Such a nuance may be irrelevant for a horse with a little gate speed, but for slower starters there will 

likely be consequences in terms of having to plot a route around or through the field. 
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The chart below shows the Impact Values – how likely they are to win compared to all runners in 

those 7f Wolverhampton 10+ runner handicaps, 1.00 being par –  for groups of horses by draw third 

and run style. It shines a light not just on the value of a middle draw but also of the necessity of 

sufficient early toe to take advantage of that optimal stall position. 

 

 

Bringing races to life in this way, by understanding the topography of a course and distance, is 

instructive; even when bad bets (which are not always the same as losing bets!) have been made, a 

review of the draw and run style can assist in learning from the mistake. 

Draw and Run Style 
The chart above brings me nicely onto my next point, a crucial one, which is that any draw can be 

good or bad depending on a horse’s ability to claim its advantage. A front runner over a straight 

mile, especially in a big field, will find life very difficult regardless of its stall position; that same 

front-runner, drawn inside over Chester’s one-mile distance, will be the one to beat assuming its 

form gives it any kind of chance. 

Conversely, a low-drawn hold up horse in the Chester race will likely encounter an interrupted 

transit, but the same run style could prove ideal on Ascot’s testing straight track (assuming the 

horse stays the more stamina-demanding trip). 
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As horse racing form becomes better understood, so the arms race of information continues apace. 

The draw has long been studied and, by some, understood; pace is an increasingly well-known 

aspect of the shape of a race, too; and now smarter bettors are combining these two factors with 

tremendous success. I speak at length about the impact of pace and run style in this repoort, but in 

flat races that must almost always be considered in the context of the draw: a sort of two-

dimensional perspective where the influence of neither factor is as great as they are in combination. 

There can be few better bets in the game than a predictable uncontested leader with a good draw. 

Even though such runners are generally short in the market, they are normally not short enough 

and, therefore, still offer relative value in spite of their absolute price. Backing such horses around 

the tight curves of Chelmsford, Chester, Kempton and Wolverhampton would have netted 72 

winners from 365 runners since 2009 and a profit of 141.56 points. Such horses had an IV (Impact 

Value) of 2.04, meaning they were better than twice as likely to win when set against other runners 

in five-furlong sprints at those tracks. 

But, again, it bears repeating that a fast starter can be dangerous if able to get to the lead, 

irrespective of where it is drawn. 

Value by elimination 
A great way of identifying value plays, as outlined in Alan Potts’s second book, The Inside Track, is 

by eliminating a fancied runner on the basis of the draw being unsuitable. When the favourite or 

second favourite is poorly drawn, especially with a compromising run style, they can normally be 

discounted. If they are capable of overcoming that dual inconvenience, they’re worth following.  

An example of this ‘natural double penalty’ on a favoured runner came on 12th December 2019 when 

Martineo was backed down to 3/1 for a six-furlong handicap at Chelmsford. Drawn eight of nine and 

having been held up in each of his prior six races – all defeats – he was never able to land a blow; the 

in-running comment was succinct, “held up in rear, always behind”. 

Follow a horse overcoming a bad draw 
Fancied horses encumbered by the way the cards were dealt are a feature of racing on an almost 

daily basis. As mentioned, those who can overcome such a rum deal are worth noting, and an 

example of this was Griggy, in the same ownership as Martineo, over the same course and distance 

the very next day. 

Griggy was drawn seven from the rail (official draw 10, actual draw 7, three non-runners inside) and 

had been midfield or held up in six of his previous seven starts. On the face of it he had little chance 

with his draw and run style. But, again held up this day, and dropped to Class 7 company, Griggy 

overcame both the wide draw and the closing run style to score convincingly. He ran six further 

times to the beginning of March, amassing a form string of 121312 and rising in the ratings from 51 

to 75. 

Looking more generally at horses overcoming bad draws, of the 29 horses since 2008 to have 

placed in 9+ runner fast-ground (good or quicker) Chester handicaps from a draw of 8 or higher over 

the five or five-and-a-half furlong ranges, eight won next time for an SP profit of £27.88 to a £1 level 

stake. 

Horses overcoming bad draws doesn’t readily lend themselves to overarching queries like the 

above, mainly because of the influence of run style. Notwithstanding the probable energy 

expenditure associated with a manoeuvre from wide to the lead – and the rail – the six able to 

successfully execute such a ploy produced two winners in the Chester subset and two further placed 
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horses. Of the 74 wide-drawn held up horses (including the 29 above, and all of the unplaced horses 

as well), just one won and only three more made the frame. 

Things Change 
Perhaps more quickly and less well publicised than any other factor in racing, the draw can change. 

What worked last year, or even sometimes last month, can become the polar opposite of what 

works now. As illogical as that sounds on first hearing, there are a number of reasons why it 

manifests. These are the top three: 

1. Irrigation or drainage changes: where biases have become well known, clerks of the course 

attempt to intervene. Their doubtless good intent in wanting to serve a literal level playing 

field often reverses the previous advantage. Clerks may introduce underground drainage 

systems or may deploy a different type of irrigation (watering) above ground. 

2. Configuration changes: on tracks where the bias is due to the actual layout of the racing 

area, the placement of a false running rail into the home straight can dilute the previous 

edge enjoyed by inside-drawn speed horses. 

3. Transient draw biases: there are several straight tracks in Britain where commentators and 

punters scratch their heads over draw biases apparently flipping between races. This is 

generally because the bias was created by the runners rather than the racecourse. In other 

words, because a majority of the pace horses were on one side in an early race and then, 

later on, the main speed horses were on the other side of the field. 

 

A quick look at each of these will help bed these ideas in. 

 

Revised Drainage / Irrigation 

When those grand masters of draw dynamics, Messrs. Wheldon, Renham and Mount, researched 

the excellent Sprintline 2002 back in, you guessed it, 2002, there were a number of straight tracks 

listed in the authors’ respective top ten biases. 

Three courses – Beverley, Ripon and Thirsk – appeared in all three co-writers top ten lists. In the 

intervening two decades, which after all is a long time, Beverley has seen its straight track sprint 

bias heavily eroded, Ripon no longer has a discernible sprint track bias at all, likewise Thirsk. 

It might be true that, in full fields, those snug to the far rail (high) have a fast and favourable strip 

upon which to race, but such events occur only very occasionally. Generally speaking, more even 

watering and a quantum step forward in drainage has eradicated the value of the golden draw 

decades of the 80’s and 90’s. 

 

False Rails 

A false rail is deployed on tight home bends to reduce the number of ‘hard luck stories’ of horses 

trapped on heels or otherwise boxed in behind leaders. 

Such a rail was quietly introduced at Chester in 2018, since when the results have been notably 

more even. Consider these two tables/graphs, the first for the period 2015 to 2017: 
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The second from 2018 and 2019: 

 

 

The PRB (percentage of rivals beaten) column is perhaps most instructive, and is represented in the 

graph. In the pre-false rail era the draw thirds’ PRB were 72% (low), 45% (middle), 33% (high). 

Since the false rail was installed, that has improved to 61% (low), 50% (middle), and 40% (high). 

In a perfectly fair world, a 50%, or 0.50, figure would be seen for all draw positions, implying that 

draw beat as many other runners as it was beaten by. 

We are dealing with miniscule sample sizes here, so some care needs to be taken; but at the same 

time, note these images of horses traversing the home bend on Chester’s Roodee racecourse, left in 

2017 and right in 2018: 
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In the three years from 2015 to 2017, there were 15 races run at either the flat or extended five-

furlong trips, and all bar two of them (87%) were won by horses drawn in the bottom third of the 

stalls (actual draw, i.e. after accounting for non-runners). 

But in the most recent two years, 2018 and 2019 (no racing there in 2020), the benefit of a low draw 

was reduced to a ‘mere’ 54% of winners. More notable was that a high draw was no longer nigh on 

impossible to overcome, thus potentially solving one of Chester’s biggest racing problems: the 

preponderance of high-drawn non-runners in sprint handicaps. 

Transient Draw Biases 

When is a draw bias not a draw bias? When it’s a pace bias. That’s a statement of fact rather than a 

terrible joke, and it applies frequently on straight tracks in big field sprints. Take the Ayr Western 

meeting, held every September, as an example. It hosts three six-furlong cavalry charge handicaps 

over a straight three-quarters of a mile, The Ayr Bronze, Silver and Gold Cups. 

All are high class heats, all habitually attract twenty-plus runner fields, and all frequently have part-

time draw analysts scratching their heads. As with many tracks wide enough to accommodate most 

of thirty sprinters in a race, Ayr’s full field sprints tend to see the rails favoured over the centre of the 

course, though which rail varies from race to race. 

The PRB3 (moving three-stall average percentage of rivals beaten) graph below, based on 16+ 

runner 6f sprint handicaps at Ayr on good or fast ground, illustrates this gravitation to the rail: 

 

In 2019, the Silver and Gold Cups were hosted on the same Saturday, 70 minutes apart. The first of 

the pair to run was the Silver Cup where Golden Apollo, drawn 5, beat Gabrial The Saint, drawn 2, in 

a field of 24. Little more than an hour later, the Gold Cup was won by Angel Alexander, drawn 23, 

who beat Growl, drawn 17, again in a field of 24 (all after allowing for non-runners). 

Those who believed that either high or low would be consistently favoured were destined for an 

evening of noggin-scratching even if they might console themselves with being 50% right. 

The reality was that in the Silver Cup, the high (near side) numbers all diverted to the centre to far 

side, gifting the low numbers a ‘distance travelled’ advantage; in the Gold Cup, that didn’t happen. 
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Instead, a small group of six stayed near side, and it included the winner, Angel Alexander. We also 

have to consider the decisions of owners, trainers and jockeys when wagering, not all of whom are 

as plugged in to the form book as they could be! 

The above serves to highlight that, in 2021 and beyond, most straight track draw biases have been 

all but eliminated. Where they do still exist, they are usually a last vestige of the former litany of 

irrigation inequalities: in plain English, one of the few tracks where it is not possible to water all 

parts to the same degree. 

Tracks like Beverley (which is not actually straight but, rather, a dogleg), the sprint track at Ripon 

and the straight course at Chepstow, have all seen their edges dissipate over the past twenty years 

with the evolution of both greater understanding of the impact of bias on results and more 

advanced course husbandry. 

Going Concerns 
At some tracks you could place a spirit level across the full width of the sward and expect the bubble 

to bisect the measuring line in the centre of the instrument. Perhaps that is overstating things 

marginally, but my point is not really about those courses; rather it is about the topography of the 

wonkier circuits: the Epsom’s and Brighton’s of this world where the pistes are very undulating. 

More material than the undulations, however, is the camber: the high to low slanting from one side 

of the course to the other. 

At both Brighton and Epsom, the stands side is higher than the far side, the natural camber carrying 

horses to the far rail where scrimmaging occasionally ensues. But, as a result of this high to low 

gradient, wet weather causes the lower part of the track to ride softer – and therefore slower – than 

the higher part of the track. 

Thus, where normally jockeys chart the shortest course, following the inner rail to the finish, when 

the going is on the soft side of good riders will make a beeline for the stands rail and the driest strip 

of turf. The issue for bias-aware bettors is that at both of these left-handed tracks almost all races 

are run on horseshoe-shaped configurations; thus it is not necessarily a case of following those 

drawn closest to the stands rails but understanding which horse/jockey combinations will have the 

tactical agility and speed of horse to get to the desired rail in front; it is a robust assumption that all 

will crave the same part of the track. 

At right-handed Beverley on soft ground, the favoured strip also frequently reverses to the stands’ 

side. 

Draw Biases over longer trips 
Most draw biases manifest themselves in short races: in such conditions there is less opportunity for 

unfavourably berthed runners to overcome their postcode misfortune. But biases do exist in longer 

races, too. These tend to be a function of large fields on turning courses where horses drawn, or 

simply finding themselves, outside are forced to travel further than their better-drawn or tactically 

speedier rivals. 

For example, 1m2f races at Kempton use the inner loop, the only distance aside from five furlongs 

to do so. The maximum field size is 14 and in such full fields, high draws have found it very difficult, 

just six of 165 horses with a double-digit draw managing to overcome it to win. Again, note from the 

PRB column that it is no such much an advantage to low as it is a disadvantage to high. 
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And in 12+ runner races at 1m2f or more at Chester on quick (good or faster) ground since 2009, just 

two of 156 horses drawn in the highest third has won, a 1.28% strike rate! 

 

 

The mile trip at Goodwood is another where a bias favours some over others. In fact, there is a 

credible argument that the strongest big race draw bias of them all exists in the Goodwood Mile, a 

big-field handicap run as part of the Qatar Goodwood Festival (Glorious Goodwood as was) meeting 

in high summer. 

In that race, where the smallest field this century was last year’s 14, the winner’s stall has been as 

follows: 

[Oldest race, 2000] 5-4-2-1-3-3-5-1-1-15-7-1-8-13-5-9-1-3-3-3-2 [Most recent, 2020] 

No fewer than 16 (76%) of the last 21 winners have come from the bottom five stalls. 

York is another course where, in big fields on the round course, it pays to be drawn close to the rail. 

In 14+ runner handicaps at a mile or 1m1f since 2009, 36 of the 62 winners have come from the 

bottom third of the draw, winning nearly 60% of the races. In 16+ runner handicaps that figure rises 

to 27 out of 44 (61.4%), with stalls one to three winning 18 (41%) of those handicaps (+54 points at 

SP). 

There are so many more on turning circuits, though few genuine draw biases on straight tracks. 
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SECTION 2: The Biases 

Introduction 
What follows is a selection of the most interesting draw edges in British and Irish flat racing. Some 

of the angles in this section will make perfect sense – inside draws around a turn, for example; but 

others require a bit more thought for them to make sense. 

Usually it will be the topography of the racecourse, perhaps allied to the location of the starting 

stalls over the noted course and distance. For that reason it is always worth making sure you 

understand the track over which your bet will be racing: visualising flat races is not difficult (if you 

have the right tools) and it can be highly instructive. 

Weather can also have a bearing: some courses see a bias reversed due to drainage and/or cambers 

when the going is on the soft side. And field size may often accentuate a bias. 

More fundamentally, how do we establish whether a bias even exists? The short answer is ‘with 

data’, but it is worth considering which metrics to use. 

If you use win strike rate, you have no edge on the general betting crowd and you may further be 

misled by that most basic of stats: there can only be one winner of a race (dead heats aside), so a 

sample of 20 ten-runner races considers only 20 runners from a population of 200. 

Looking at place data will improve that to 60 placed runners out of 200 runners, and that might be 

reasonable; but percentage of rivals beaten, PRB, assigns a value to every single one of the 200 and 

is the most instructive of all. 

If there is no draw bias, we should see a PRB of 50%, or 0.50, for each draw segment. That is, each 

segment beat half the field and was beaten by the other half. But what we frequently see if PRB 

figures of 0.55 and even 0.60 (and consequently figures of 0.45 and 0.40 for other sections of the 

draw), which imply strong bias. 

Anything from 0.55 and up can be considered a meaningful positive; a figure of 0.45 or below is a 

negative. 

But measuring the frequency of something is one thing, understanding its profitability is another. 

As well as good old fashioned profit and loss, we also use a metric called A/E (actual vs expected). 

This simple number uses the odds of horses in the sample to work out how many winners there 

‘should’ have been (‘expected’ winners), and compares that with how many there actually were 

(actual winners).  

We end up with a number usually around 1.00, where anything above 1.00 implies a profitable edge 

and anything below 1.00 suggests a positive profit may have been down to one or two ‘flukey’ high 

priced winners. The further north or south of 1.00 the number, the better/worse the reliability of 

future profit might be considered to be. 

At the end of the day, all of the above boils down to a couple of numbers which you’ll see in plenty 

of examples in the following pages. If they don’t yet make sense, believe me, they very soon will! 

One final point to note: horses overcome poor draws and run badly from good draws all the time; 

we should never be ‘all in’ on our draw bias opinion.  

And, incidentally, those running strongly from a bad draw are well worth noting on subsequent 

starts! 
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How This Was Researched 
What follows was researched entirely using a tool on geegeez.co.uk called Draw Analyser. I built 

this tool to give users real flexibility in terms of how they – you – want to analyse draw data. 

The tool is extremely simple to use and has a set of controls at the top of the page. Most of them 

are self-explanatory, but allow me to spell out what they do: 

 

The first box, Course, is where we pick the track we want to review. 

In the Distance boxes, we may select a single race distance or a range of distances. Be sure that 

there is a logic to your selection here if choosing a range. For example, picking 5f to 6f makes sense 

at courses where both distances are run on a straight, or around a turn; but it is harder to justify 

logically if, as at, say, Southwell, one distance is straight and the other is turning. 

Draw allows us to opt for either the published ‘Card’ stall, or the ‘Actual’ stall location. ‘Actual’ 

removes non-runners so, for instance, in a ten-runner race where the horse drawn eight was a non-

runner, the horse drawn nine would now be eight stalls from the rail (and, therefore, in our ‘Actual’ 

world, stall 8). 

In the Going boxes, users can choose a range of underfoot conditions. Again it makes sense to keep 

these logical. I tend to either select everything (Hard to Heavy for turf), or quick (Hard to Good) and 

slow (Good/Soft to Heavy). 

The Runners boxes enable field size selection. I look at 8+, 12+, and occasionally 16+ runner races. I 

never cherry-pick field size ranges: we are looking for logical, reliable, repeatable patterns here. 

Most of my draw research is performed on handicaps only, which I select with the ‘Hcap’ option 

under Races. Such races are typically more competitive than conditions races where a bias can be 

readily overcome by the broader range of ability in the field. 

Finally, the Dates boxes allow a date range to be chosen. This is a fantastic option as it enables us to 

see if a bias has changed over time: as you’ll note in what follows, some of them do – and being 

aware of such change is a really powerful asset. 

 

Right, let’s take a look at 16 of my favourite draw biases in Britain and Ireland… 
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The Biases 

Ascot – 1m4f 
The mile and a half start at Ascot is on a turn which 

should, in theory, favour inside draws. 

But the nature of races at this track/trip is that often 

middle- to wide-drawn horses accelerate from the 

stalls to get a position before markedly slowing the 

race tempo. This leaves runners in behind “riding for 

luck”, which rarely comes. 

The chart below shows a clear advantage to those drawn high, which have been profitable to back 

blindly in handicaps over the last five years.  

 

Meanwhile, the performance of low draws is extremely poor, regardless of whether one considers 

win (4% !) or place strike rate, or Percentage of Rivals Beaten (PRB). Our exclusive Draw / Run Style 

Heat Map shows that no run style has been able to overcome the handicap of an inside stall. 
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Beverley – 5f 
The low draw bias is well known at Beverley. But is it as strong as it was? First, let’s look at the bias 

on good or better ground since 2009. 

 

Now, since 2018 (three years). 

 

Whichever way you cut it, over five furlongs on quick ground Beverley’s bias against high numbers is 

as strong as ever. That is, those drawn furthest from the far rail, which doglegs outwards, are most 

inconvenienced. They can, and do, still win, of course, but they must travel further and generally 

must navigate horses in front and inside of them. 

 

 

But look what happens in bigger fields (13+ runners) on soft and heavy ground. It’s a very small 

sample size, but we can see that it is no disadvantage to be drawn high. Indeed, all four winners in 

the set came from that third of the field. The PRB figures imply the advantage is not as strong as 

that but the balance nevertheless tips slightly in favour of the higher numbers. This is a great 

example of understanding when the weather is a major factor in draw considerations. 
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Brighton – 5f to 7f 
Brighton is one of Britain’s quirkiest racetracks. It is 

wildly undulating and has a camber away from the 

stands’ side towards the far rail.  

This can lead to plenty of luck in running issues. 

 

 

Despite its quirks, the table below shows how fair it is in terms of where horses are berthed at the 

start. 

 

When it rains and the going is on the soft side, jockeys tend to gravitate to the high side of the 

camber, near the stands’ rail. What impact does that have on where a horse is drawn? 

The answer, surprisingly perhaps, is none! While middle draws have been profitable to follow, that 

looks a fluke with the course still playing fair to all starting positions in spite of the different course 

generally charted by horses and riders. 

 

So Brighton is a fair track, right? Not exactly. Take a look at the table on the next page, which 

overlays run style on top of draw position. In other words, it displays a horse’s early position in the 

race against its draw third. 

Note how strong a run style bias there is to those who can get the early lead, regardless of going. 

Brighton is a track where it pays handsomely in the long-term to be able to predict the trailblazer. 
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Catterick – 5f 
The garrison town of Catterick has a very tight sharp track which hosts both flat and jump racing. 

On the level, five-furlong sprints are run on a straightish piste with a slightly left-leaning dogleg. On 

good or quicker, a low draw is a positive. 

 

But when the ground is riding softer, the draw bias reverses as the field makes a beeline for the 

higher (and therefore quicker, the rain draining towards the inside) part of the track against the 

stands’ rail. 

 

Run style is again a strong predictor of performance, especially when allied to ground/draw. The 

overall picture on all going looks like this. 

 

Those at the front early beat almost twice as many rivals as those racing in rear early. Low and led 

on quick turf, and high and led on slow, are very potent factors.   
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Chelmsford – 5f (and 6f and 7f and 1m) 
Chelmsford is a tight compact 

all-weather track with some 

severe kickback.  

Again because of the layout of 

the course, with the turn 

coming soon after the start in 

five-furlong races, and the 

tight bend comprising a 

notable chunk of the race 

distance, those drawn inside 

have a strong edge, especially 

if able to race on or close to the lead. 

This PRB chart is one of the more linear ones for any course and highlights the edge that inside has 

over outside in terms of stall position. 

 

As mentioned, having the ability to race handily from an inside draw – or indeed anywhere – is a big 

positive. 

 

But the bias is not just at the minimum trip. This is the same PRB chart for all 8+ runner handicaps 

from 5f to a mile. It includes the finishing positions of over 9000 runners and is unambiguous in its 

message. Those drawn low beat most horses and those drawn high beat fewest horses. 
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And, again, if you’re able to predict the front-runner, you’re looking at a long-term profit. That is 

particularly the case if the likely pace horse is drawn wider, a bias in the data probably based on the 

over-bet nature of low draws. Draw effect here is well known, run style bias clearly less so. 
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Chester – 5f to 1m 
We saw earlier in this report how low draws have been strongly favoured on Chester’s super-tight 

bullring circuit; and also how that benefit has dissipated somewhat since the introduction of a false 

rail into the straight. Here is the draw / run style heat map for the years 2015-2017. 

 

No wonder the powers that be felt they needed to change things! 

Here’s how that same view looks for 2018 and 2019 (they didn’t race at Chester in 2020). 

 

There is still a (strong) advantage to those racing forwardly and drawn inside but look at the 

performance of wider drawn front-runners, and also those drawn wide more generally: yes, they 

under-perform against the whole, but the difference is nowhere near as marked as it was previously. 

That false rail has made a difference at Chester, but it remains very difficult to overcome a wide 

draw and a late running style. 
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Epsom – 5f, 6f, 7f 
On the straight five furlong course, famously the fastest five in the world, they charge down the hill 

before rising in the final furlong. A high draw is a plus, as the dip is less pronounced there; plus, 

there is a rail nearby. But, again, it is often the case that a horse able to lead can win from any draw, 

and will usually be profitable to back, as this table illustrates. 

 

Over six and seven, both distances taking in the turn, the draw is very fair, though early pace 

remains a key commodity particularly when coupled with an inner or middle draw. 

 

Epsom is another track where riders head for the stands’ rail when it rains. This doesn’t show itself 

in a draw bias but rather in a ‘who gets the first run to the rail’ bias, which is much harder to visualise 

through data! Nonetheless, it is well worth noting. 
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Galway – 7f & 1m 1/2f  
Galway’s track is arguably Ireland’s most idiosyncratic: almost triangular, it rises steeply to the line 

around a tight turn approximately a furlong and a half from home. It does favour pacey runners but 

that last eighth of a mile can seem a very long way for some of them! 

The main draw bias distances are 7f and 1m ½f, especially the former. And the going is a strong 

factor also. Here is Galway’s 7f on good or quicker ground: 

 

And this is good to yielding or softer: 

 

Note how much fairer the track rides when the going is softer. The reason is simple enough: it’s a lot 

harder to get out and stay out up that punishing home straight when the turf is testing. 

At 1m 1/2f on quick ground, the bias is against high; low and middle have similarly positive statistics. 
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Lingfield TURF – 6f to 7 ½f  
Lingfield’s turf track has a straight of almost a mile and races from five furlongs up to that near-mile 

distance, 7f 135 yds. When the ground is quick, we witness one of the remaining true straight track 

draw biases, away from low and towards high. This although the stalls are generally situated in the 

middle of the course. 

While the five furlong distance seems to play fairly in the main, handicap races from six furlongs up 

to the short mile have offered an edge to horses racing on or very close to the ‘golden highway’ 

towards the near (stands’) rail – high draws – particularly on good or faster going. 

 

 

The bias is sufficiently well established not to be profitable to follow blindly, but – again – check out 

the power of combining a high draw with a front rank run style. In fact, early race leaders have 

outperformed their fields regardless of draw, but especially from middle and high stall positions. 

We can’t always correctly guess who will lead but knowing that, on Lingfield’s straight turf course, 

high is best and led is best in handicaps, means we have a very good chance of finishing in profit. 
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Lingfield AW – 5f 
Lingfield also has an all weather track, of course, and it is trickier than perhaps first meets the eye. 

The home bend is downhill, from around the four to the two poles, meaning the turning five 

furlongs requires speed and balance and, ideally, no horses in your way! 

It will be far from a shock then to discover that inside draws have the edge. 

 

What is interesting is that the edge appears to be growing stronger, as this snapshot of 2018 to 

present shows: 

 

As is normally the case, awareness of a draw bias is not enough to find a profit; but as is also still 

generally the case, combining that bias knowledge with horses that can break alertly and race very 

handily is a strong contributor to the coffers. Compare ‘led’ and ‘prominent’ run styles with more 

patient approaches in the full 2009-present dataset below: 

 

Keep it simple here: look for pace pressers ideally drawn low. 
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Naas – 5f 
A slight oddity is Naas’s five furlong track. Odd, because it is the same straight strip as the six 

furlong course – only a furlong shorter, obviously – and yet the bias is strong at the shorter range 

but even at the longer one. 

It is the 5f piste we’re interested in here, as the table below shows. But look how the pure win 

statistics would not reveal much more than a mild advantage to low stalls. 

 

Then check out the place data and, especially, the PRB column. This is a key takeaway in smaller 

samples like the one highlighted here: PRB is a more rounded metric because it has more data 

points. In plain English, every one of the 106 low-drawn runners, as well as the 100 and 107 runners 

drawn in the other thirds, has a value attached to it. 

Compare that with wins, where only the 24 winners from 313 runners have ‘scoring value’.  

This is precisely why PRB is a valuable figure in smaller data sets. Here, low drawn runners beat 57% 

of rivals where, on a literal level playing field, they’d be expected to beat only 50% (and be beaten 

by 50%). 
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Pontefract – 5f & 6f 
The sprint distances at Pontefract are run 

around quite a severe turn, which is not fully 

done justice by the image here. 

What can be seen, via the two red arrows, is 

that those sprint races elevate from start to 

finish making it quite an exacting test. 

The turn is the kingmaker most often, 

however, with inside draws enjoying much 

the best of it regardless of ground, and even allowing for the fact that on very soft going runners 

often make a beeline for the far side. 

In this significant sample size, the low advantage is clear. 

 

Again, though, the bias is sufficiently well known not to be profitable in or of itself. But if we focus 

on run style in conjunction with draw, we see that those leading or racing prominently can be 

followed with expected value. 

 

The low draw awareness is sufficient to depress profits even on likely leaders but, as can be seen 

from the chart above, a wider pace pressing style, or a low-drawn stalker, are both optimal 

contenders in Ponty sprint handicaps.  
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Sandown – Red Herring 5f 
I include Sandown’s isolated five-furlong track as an example of a course where things have 

changed. Compare the following two tables, for the same set of conditions, but different time 

periods. 

2009-2016 

 

This is the historical very strong bias to horses racing against the far rail, with low draws winning 

more than middle and high combined. 

2017-2020 

 

And this is the most recent four years. Although there were still roughly a third of the winners from 

low, look at the bigger samples in the ‘Places’ and ‘PRB’ columns. 

Something has changed at Sandown in terms of either irrigation or layout, and low can now be 

considered a negative where previously it was a strong positive. Indeed, I asked Andrew Cooper, 

clerk of the course at Sandown (and also Epsom) for his thoughts. His reply is copied in full below, as 

it shows the complexity of racecourse management as well as relating specifically to Sandown’s 

five-furlong strip. 

Hi Matt 
 
I'm firmly of the view that it is our job as Clerks to provide as level/fair a playing/racing surface as we 
possibly can. 
 
Clearly there was a historical far side/low number bias prevalent on Sandown's Sprint Course for 
many years. 
 
I took over at Sandown in 1994, and the Sprint Course was in those days irrigated by an automatic 
pop-up watering system - good for getting some water on quickly, but less so for doing it in an even 
manner given wind and running rail distractions. This would often lead to quicker sections against 
each rail and I'm sure is the main reason for the historic bias. 
 
From about 1998 we started irrigating the Sprint Course, and most of the Flat Course, with a boom 
(Briggs) irrigator which stretches across the full width of the Course and theoretically puts down an 
even quantity. We do this to this day. 
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Given the more severe undulations on the stands side of the Sprint track, we now invariably race 
against the far rail. At certain times of the year, usually July and August, we bring the far rail in by 
about 4 yards to find a fresher strip. 
 
We also do more in the way of aeration/spiking on the course than we used to, which helps alleviate 
compaction (and quicker going) caused by regular traffic. 
 
There will also still be occasions when certain furlongs of the course might need a few more mm than 
others to create as fair a surface as we can, and the need to do this will be assessed by physical 
walking and more recently by use of the Turftrax Going Stick. 
 
In short then, yes, we were aware of the issue and increasingly concerned by it. Over a number of 
years and via a number of means we have tried to balance things out - there was no one conscious 
decision or date I can point to. 
 
Hopefully nowadays a high draw on the Sandown Sprint Course is no longer seen as necessarily a 
death draw and your stats seem to bear this out. Grabbing the rail is not the necessity it perhaps 
once was. 
 
Best wishes,  
Andrew 
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Southwell – 7f & 1m 
A turning track with a high draw bias, and a strong one at that? Yup, that’s Southwell’s all-weather 

loop. The reason is often cited as the ferocity of the kickback, especially on the inside, and that’s at 

least partially true; but there is also a run style bias to those out of the teeth of that kickback as we’ll 

see. 

First, the draw data: 

 

High stalls have a better win, place and PRB rate. They also have a higher A/E (actual vs expected) 

figure, which implies that this counter-intuitive bias is still not fully integrated into the market. 

The PRB graph highlights the general disadvantage to low. 

 

 

Now let’s overlay run style. Backing all runners who led or raced prominently, regardless of draw, 

was worth almost 400 points at SP if you could have spotted them! 
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Tipperary – 5f 
This is possible the strongest straight track bias I’ve found. High draws seemingly have a huge 

advantage in five-furlong handicaps, and the bias is almost exactly replicated in recent years 

compared with the older race data. 

 

High has won 56% of 8+ runner 5f handicaps since 2009, with that third of the draw beating almost 

60% of rivals. And, in bigger fields, the advantage grows even more striking. 

 

In fields of 12 or more, 82% of the 5f handicaps went to runners drawn in the top third of the stalls! 

What is most astonishing of all is that simply backing any runner drawn high has yielded a very 

handsome profit, including in four of the last five years: this is a Premier League ‘no brainer’ angle! 
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York – 1m & 1m1f 
York has all sorts of hidden gems in terms of draw 

and run style biases, but perhaps the strongest 

advantage is to inside drawn horses in eight- and 

nine-furlong handicaps. 

As can be seen from the map, the mile and 1m1f 

starts are on a short straight prior to the sharp 

home turn. Even allowing for a generous home 

stretch of more than half a mile, those forced wide off the turn generally find they’ve conceded too 

much ground and, therefore, their winning chance. 

The table below illustrates as much. In 106 8+ runner handicaps since 2009, low-drawn runners have 

won more than middle and high combined, a statement that remains true at both individual 

distances. 

 

None of going, field size, or time period alter the advantage to low and, while they’ve only about 

broken even to blind support, that offers the judicious backer plenty of scope to move into the 

black. 

Identifying a low-drawn horse likely to lead or race prominently, or a likely leader from any draw, is 

a route to profit at these distances as with so many elsewhere. 
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SECTION 3: “Cut out and Keep” Draw List 
Below is a handy digest of the 16 draw edges outlined in this report. 

Track Distance Bias Strength Going Comments 

Ascot 12f Against Low 7 
All, esp quick 
ground 

Bias seems to accentuate 
in bigger fields 

Beverley 5f Against High 7.5 Good or quicker 
Bias reverses on very soft 
ground 

Brighton 5f - 7f 
Front 
runners 

7.5 All  
Very fair draw, but run 
style key 

Catterick 5f Low   6.5 Good or quicker 
Leaders have very strong 
record 

Catterick 5f High 7 
Softer than 
good 

Leaders have very strong 
record 

Chelmsford 5f - 8f Low   8 Standard 
Leaders very strong 
record from ANY draw 

Chester 5f - 8f Low   7 
All, esp quick 
ground 

Leaders very strong 
record from ANY draw; 
bias reduced notably 
since false rail 
introduced 

Epsom 5f 
Front 
runners 

7.5 Good or quicker 
Fair draw, but front 
runners do best 

Epsom 6f - 7f 
Front 
runners 

8 All 
Very fair draw, but run 
style key 

Galway 7f - 8.5f 
Low, Against 
High 

8.5 Good or quicker 
Low favoured, high esp 
unfavoured over 8.5f 

Lingfield Turf 6f - 7.5f 
High, front 
runners 

8.5 Good or quicker 
High rail favoured, front 
runners do best 

Lingfield AW 5f 
Low, led or 
prominent 

8 Standard 

Low is quickest route 
home, easy lead from 
any draw a strong 
positive 

Naas 5f 
Low, led or 
prominent 

7.5 All 
On or near the lead and 
drawn low strong +ive 

Pontefract 5f - 6f 
Low, led or 
prominent 

8 
All, esp quick 
ground 

On or near the lead and 
drawn low strong +ive 

Sandown 5f Against Low 6 All 
Bias completely changed 
in recent years 

Southwell 7f - 8f 
High, led or 
prominent 

7 Standard 
Wide is out of kickback, 
hard to make ground 
from the rear 

Tipperary 5f High 9 All 
Bias increases with field 
size 

York 8f - 9f 
Low, led or 
prominent 

7.5 All 
On or near the lead and 
drawn low strong +ive 

 


